CROATIA
KEY FACTS:
• Gas demand in Croatia fell by 5% between 2010 and 2017
• Croatia plans to significantly increase its use of gas for power generation in the next years
• Major PCI cluster project including an LNG terminal on the island of Krk: Faces several delays but is still likely to
be built despite its necessity being contested
• Large renewables and energy efficiency potential

1. GAS DEMAND
According to EU data:1
• Gas represented 25% of Croatia’s energy mix in 2016.
• Croatia consumed around 2.64bcm of gas in 2016
• Gas demand in Croatia dropped by 5% between 2010 and 20172
Figure 1: Croatia 2016 Energy Mix
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2. GAS SUPPLY
While domestic gas production decreased in Croatia by 42% from 2007 to 2016 and continued to decrease
after that.3 Croatia therefore needs to import a growing share of the gas it consumes4.
For a long time, this residual amount was almost entirely imported from Russia with a little bit from Italy
and Slovenia. However, the construction of the bidirectional Városföld–Slobodnica pipeline between
Croatia and Hungary in 20115 significantly changed the situation and has since allowed Croatia to diversify
its suppliers, with imports from Italy, Hungary, Germany, France, Austria and Kazakhstan. Besides
domestic production, through pipeline connections with Slovenia and Hungary, Croatia could already now
import three times the amount of gas it consumes annually.6
In 2015 Croatia started to award offshore exploration and drilling licenses in the Adriatic Sea,7 however,
the new government, partly thanks to public opposition and for example the NGO coalition S.O.S Adriatic8,
stopped the drilling plans in 2016, arguing that they would harm the country's lucrative tourist industry.
There are currently no more plans for drilling.9 Nevertheless, contracts for onshore gas exploration have
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been signed in 2016.10 In 2018, Croatia opened a 2nd tender for oil and gas exploration and extraction
offering seven sites.11
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3. GAS INFRASTRUCTURE
Over the years, the Croatian gas market began transitioning to an exit/entry model while opening up to
neighboring countries such as Hungary through interconnectors. The main import interconnections are
now with Hungary (capacity of 2.6bcm/y HR à HU and 1.7bcm/y HU à HR)12 and Slovenia (1.84bcm/y).13
The interconnector with Slovenia is the supply route for Russian gas.14 However, the more recent
interconnection with Hungary (built in 2011) has lately become the main route for imported gas to Croatia.
While this existing infrastructure meets Croatia’s demands for gas and responds to the diversification
objective (according to Eurostat data), Croatia is at the heart of a new regional gas cluster project which
received PCI status.15
Croatia’s current main gas priority project is the
construction of a liquefied gas import terminal on the
island of Krk. The project has been highly politicised and
strongly prioritised by the Croatian government, despite the
very serious economic, environmental and climate
questions cast over it.16
The project is directly and indirectly linked to a set of LNG
evacuation pipelines and transport infrastructure on
Croatian territory and beyond (e.g. the interconnection
pipeline to Bosnia and Herzegovina, the LNG evacuation
pipelines Omišalj - Zlobin and Kozarac-Slobodnica,
Compressor stations 2 and 3 at the Croatian gas
transmission system and projects at the Cluster Croatia Slovenia – Austria etc.). This creates a total of 9 candidate projects proposed for the 4th PCI list by Croatia.
As a first step, a floating Storage and Regasification unit (FSRU) is planned, with a capacity of 2.6 bcm/y,
as a second stage an onshore terminal with capacities to import up to 7 bcm/y which would represent
about three times the yearly gas consumption of the entire country.17 There has been an extensive to-and
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-fro concerning the size and form of this terminal and, due to a lack of market interest during two extended
bidding rounds, it was decided to build a “smaller terminal” in a first phase.18
In its Phase 1 floating terminal stage, the project is now strongly opposed by all local municipalities from
Krk Island, the Primorje-Gorski Kotar County and by local environmental NGOs.
A collection of debunked myths around the promises of Krk LNG terminal can be found in the briefing
“Pipe Dream – Debunking the Myths of Croatia’s Krk Gas Terminal”.19
However, despite heavy criticism from diverse backgrounds, the project received more than €100 million
in financial support from the EU CEF program in February 2017.20 Also, the EIB even announced in 2016
that it was ready to provide a €339m loan for the project.21
As yet, there is little justification for this project: it only attracts limited enthusiasm from some governments
in the region (starting with Croatia), no one seems to be willing to financially contribute towards it
(expectations are that the EU would finance more than half of the project…)22 and several stakeholders
doubt the commercial viability of the project.
Moreover, Croatia is already capable of diversifying its gas imports within its current infrastructures.
More capacity in Croatia would only push the country closer to reliance on fossil fuels, in particular, one
whose demand significantly decreased recently and which will have to be phased out rapidly in order to
reach EU 2030 and 2050 climate objectives.
Finally, the Krk LNG terminal would likely bring fracked gas from the US23 with all the environmental and
climate implications it entails: Both Croatian and U.S. leaders agreed that this terminal is “strategically
important”.24
Considering the risk this project has of creating a new carbon lock-in and boosting offshore extraction
(which has quite recently been stopped in the country) it is crucial that this unnecessary project is halted.
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